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INTRODUCTION: GOVERNING LIFE ON MARS 

This manifesto responds to the recent expansion of human-led activities in space, high-profile decla-
rations of ambitions to develop settlements on Mars, and growing media interest in these develop-
ments. Its purpose is to provoke a richer set of debates in mainstream thinking about the social and 
political dimensions of establishing a permanent human presence on Mars. 

The document draws on discussions at a workshop held in London on 11 December 2018. In focusing 
on ‘governing’ Mars, the workshop aimed to bring a fresh perspective to debates over the feasibility 
and form of future Mars settlements, by exploring possible modes of societal organisation and regu-
lation, and the principles underpinning these. In particular, it was hoped that useful lessons might be 
learnt from experiments in alternative ways of living on Earth.   

The 15 workshop participants (whose names appear below) each contributed different types of prac-
tical and theoretical knowledge about Mars settlement, experimental communities on Earth, and/or 
processes of technological and social innovation more generally.  

The actual establishment of a permanent human base on Mars may seem a long way off, given the 
formidable technological challenges yet to be overcome. Still, the types of questions raised in this 
manifesto should not be seen as peripheral to more scientific debates. Rather, they directly inform 
the question of whether Martian settlement is feasible and desirable, and the form that it might take.  

We urge that debates on the social and political dimensions of future Martian space settlement can 
and should be taking place already.  

In what follows, some basic parameters for thinking about the governance of Martian society are first 
outlined. To help move such thinking beyond the purely ‘science-fictional’, the document then out-
lines some key topics for debate in relation to governing Mars: economics, the Martian natural envi-
ronment, dealing with dissent among Martian inhabitants, reproduction, the built environment, 
and education. It ends by considering the possibility that future settlement will need to be support-
ed by a guaranteed bill of Martian Rights. 
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STARTING POINTS 

Human beings are social as well as biologi-
cal creatures 

This point may seem self-evident. However, any 
plans for settling Mars which only consider physi-
cal needs (food, water, oxygen, shelter, protection 
from radiation) are only partial in their scope. 

   

Technological questions cannot be sepa-
rated from social ones 

The scientific challenges of sending humans to 
Mars, and of allowing them to live there perma-
nently, are a source of fascination – and inspiration 
– for many. There may seem little point discussing 
questions of societal organisation until we are con-
fident that human life can in theory be supported 
on Mars. But technical feasibility does not imply 
social acceptability. Scientific innovation, further-
more, never proceeds in a social vacuum: the de-
velopment of space settlement technologies has 
already been shaped by particular Earthly con-
cerns.  

    

Martian settlement will be an experiment— 
but one with very high stakes 

Unlike in Earthly communities trying to live in new 
and alternative ways, initial settlers will not easily 
be able to escape if the experiment goes wrong. 
For future generations born on Mars, probable 
physiological and psychological changes would 
make return to Earth more difficult still. 

   

The specific reasons for initial settlement 
will have ongoing significance 

Abstract theories about how Mars might be organ-
ised and directed (for example, with generic refer-
ence to ‘direct democracy’) are not so helpful. Ra-
ther, particular governance challenges will relate to 
concrete circumstances—including the ongoing 
effects of why Mars was settled in the first place, 
and by whom. 

 

The time to begin discussing social and po-
litical questions is now 

The realisation of a viable Martian society may ap-
pear to belong to the distant future (and its envi-
sionment may therefore be difficult to distinguish 
from science fiction). But space exploration of 
different types seems likely to go on expanding, and 
– given sufficient resources – there is good reason 
to suppose that humans will at least land on Mars in 
the coming decades. An initial human mission to 
Mars, in itself, may not seem to pose challenges be-
yond those of funding and scientific innovation—by 
analogy with historical Moon landings. To the extent, 
however, that such initial exploration is framed by 
grander ambitions to establish permanent settle-
ments on Mars, the question of how such societies 
could be organised and governed becomes rather 
more important. 

Given the recent explicit declarations of intentions 
to settle Mars, we argue that the time has come to 
bring social and political questions more consistent-
ly into the debate. 

  

Identifying governance challenges at this 
early stage is in everybody’s best interests 

For space exploration enthusiasts, this has the ben-
efit of allowing more rounded plans to be drawn up. 
For skeptics, it will help avoid unnecessarily large 
amounts of resources being diverted into space. 
Rhetorical appeals to ‘human destiny’ and space be-
ing the ‘final frontier’ may continue to inspire tech-
nological innovation and speculative thinking, but no 
longer suffice as foundational principles for practic-
es of space settlement. 

It is reasonable to suggest, furthermore, that such 
discussions may allow us to think in new and con-
structive ways about how we might better organise 
our future societies on Earth itself. 
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This manifesto does not attempt to provide an ‘off the shelf’ set of concrete recommenda-
tions for how Martian settlements should be organised and governed. Rather, it lays out 
some initial parameters for thinking about the key social and political dilemmas which are 
likely to arise. 



MOVING BEYOND SPECULATIVE THINKING 

The specific constraints that new technolo-
gies place on human activities 

Moving beyond science fiction requires us first to 
avoid bracketing out technological particularities 
from considerations of societal organisation. It is 
tempting to begin discussions by imagining that 
technology has somehow overcome the material 
barriers to humans settling on Mars, and then de-
sign an imagined ideal society. But this type of 
utopian, ‘magic wand’ thinking makes the material 
setting of Mars irrelevant; and it only reproduces 
the problematic assumption that tech comes first, 
and social questions later. In practice, the con-
straints on social possibilities will vary depending 
on the stage of settlement, and the development 
of enabling technologies will not follow inevitable 
paths.  

The specific Earthly motivations and actors 
behind any process of settlement 

A wide variety of rationales for space settlement 
have been advanced over the decades. These in-
clude, among others: the advancement of science, 
the possibility of resource extraction, the realisa-
tion of a human need to go on ‘exploring’, and en-
suring the long-term survival of humanity. It 
seems likely that actual attempts at settlement will 
draw on a mixture of these. Still, the relative sali-
ence of particular motivations within this mix will 
strongly condition what happens first on Mars – 
and the forms of initial settlement are likely to 
have ongoing effects on what follows.  

Such effects cannot, of course, be predicted, but 
we can imagine quite different trajectories de-
pending on whether initial settlement is primarily 
driven by, for example, competition between na-
tions, the promise of resource extraction, interna-
tional collaboration, or speculators hoping to pro-
vide wealthy individuals with a means of escape 
from Earth. 

 

The specific nature of ongoing connections 
with Earth 

The practicalities of governing Mars will need to be 
decided through ongoing debate, in relation to 
evolving circumstances. One key factor will be the 
changing nature of connections with Earth. These 
connections will be more obvious in early phases of 
settlement, both in relation to the actors and moti-
vations involved (as discussed), but also in the prob-
able need to bring ongoing resources from Earth. In 
these earlier phases, it seems hard to escape the 
idea that Mars will have a colonial relationship with 
Earth.  The power relationship, then, will not be a 
symmetrical one.  

The organisations who originally fund and support 
Mars settlement will no doubt commit to ongoing 
support. But some important questions arise, look-
ing beyond this initial commitment. How will ongoing 
support for the colony be guaranteed? What hap-
pens if Earthlings are no longer willing or able to 
support it? To what extent will Martians be able to 
disagree with decisions made on Earth? How can we 
prevent Mars being held to ransom if Earthly opinion 
changes? It is possible to imagine dystopian out-
comes where Earthly support will only be main-
tained in return for the use of Mars as, for example, a 
penal colony, a weapons testing ground, or a dump-
ing ground for toxic waste. 

But even to talk in the longer term about a ‘self-
sustaining’ Martian settlement might mean lots of 
different things. Autonomy from Earth might still 
encompass ongoing trade, remittance economies, 
tourism, and migration – all in both directions. Such 
connections would raise ongoing questions about 
power relations between the two planets. 

Science-fictional approaches to the question of societal organisation on Mars have their place, allowing us to 
consider the implications of varied scenarios. However, the real questions to be resolved will depend on contin-
gent factors, which will themselves change and become more or less relevant over time. These factors include 
the following: 
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Non-specific notions of ‘human settlement’ on Mars, and imagined futures when technical 
challenges have been overcome, do not form solid foundations for thinking about how Martian 
society should be organised and governed. 



MARTIAN ECONOMICS 
Speculative thinking around economic structures 
on Mars has its value. We have no clear idea what a 
fully autonomous human settlement on Mars might 
look like, or what types of industries might be pos-
sible. We might imagine entirely new economic 
structures emerging if a future Martian society is 
cut free from the nation state-based Earthly econ-
omy. There is no particular reason why such spec-
ulation needs to be framed around concepts such 
as money, markets and centralised financial au-
thorities. 

Nevertheless, this approach carries the risk of 
treating Mars as a science-fictional screen on 
which to project imagined Earthly alternatives. In-
stead, there is ongoing work to be done in thinking 
through the implications of more concrete con-
straining and enabling factors. These include the 
following: 

Path dependencies related to the motiva-
tions for initial settlement 

Questions of how an initial settlement of Mars 
might come about are closely tied up with ques-
tions of funding. But the precise economic terms 
of this initial settlement will have ongoing effects. 
These cannot usefully be imagined away through 
speculative discussions which imagine the Martian 
economy as a set of ideals that float free of the 
conditions of their emergence. 

The shifting interface between Mars and Earth 

It is possible to imagine a slow process of detach-
ment from the Earth’s political economy. At first, a 
Martian society would be little more than an exten-
sion of certain parts of the Earth’s economy. At what 
stage, then, should a local currency be introduced?  
Perhaps at first this might follow the pattern of 
communities on Earth which have established alter-
native local currencies. While being convertible to 
Earthly currencies, they would still work to protect 
the Martian economy against financial shocks ema-
nating from the Earth. 

Material constraints on the market 

An assumption, drawing on the model of a scientific 
base camp, that Martians will all be intrinsically mo-
tivated to work hard, would seem naïve. It seems 
uncontroversial to suggest that certain services will 
be provided more efficiently, and innovations en-
couraged, through local market competition. 

However, as Charles S. Cockell has argued,1 the le-
thality of Mars’ environment places important limits 
on what can be ‘left to the market’. There will be far 
more onus on governing bodies to guarantee basic 
life support systems (oxygen in particular). Survival 
will depend more on central planning than is the 
case on Earth.   

RESPECTING THE MARTIAN NATURAL ENVIRONMENT  
The economic structures adopted on Mars, and 
their interface with the Earth’s political economy, 
have varied possible implications for how humans 
treat the natural environment of Mars. 

It seems safe to predict that, given the almost cer-
tainly very limited resources available in early stag-
es of settlement, a very circular, no-waste econo-
my will be required. Existing practices developed 
through Earthly experiments in environmental sus-
tainability, as well as fully sealed ‘biospheres’ may 
usefully inform initial thinking. But this approach 
will still no doubt be accompanied by varied forms 
of exploitation of Martian natural resources. Ac-
cordingly, the principles underpinning human rela-
tionships with the Martian natural environment will 
need open discussion and clear agreement in ad-
vance, as well as ongoing review. Such principles 
will need to reflect the particular forms of develop-
ment and activity envisaged at different stages. 

Our experiences on Earth provide a broad range of 
potential frameworks for thinking about the Martian 
environment, from the very anthropocentric to the 
deeply ecocentric. To some extent, this spectrum 
maps onto the alternatives of ‘terraforming’ Mars, 
versus treading as lightly as possible—a debate 
played out most famously in Kim Stanley Robinson’s 
fictional work.2   Space ethics philosopher Tony Milli-
gan has explored the more radical position that any 
damage to Mars may constitute a form of vandalism, 
insofar as Mars – like the Moon – is valued as a 
’culturally significant object’ on Earth.3  All such de-
bates, of course, will be more complex if current or 
potential indigenous Martian life is discovered. Cir-
cumstances specific to Mars may in any case call for 
entirely new frameworks of thinking about environ-
mental regulation.  
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1 Cockell (2013) 
2 see the (1992) novel Red Mars 

3 Milligan (2015) 



DEALING WITH DISSENT  

Speculative thinking about the long-term future of 
Mars might usefully consider the ways that Earthly 
institutions of police, courts and prisons are closely 
tied up with the nation state model. But there is no 
particular reason to imagine a fully autonomous 
Mars through the lens of the nation state. Entirely 
different modes of punishment, reward, rehabilita-
tion and education might be imagined. Such think-
ing will probably not, however, provide such a use-
ful guide for the earlier phases of settlement. 

Charles S. Cockell has elaborated on the tendency 
for a Martian society to be tyrannical (and suggest-
ed some ways in which this eventuality might be 
mitigated).4 Unless we can imagine a distant future 
where an Earthly environment has somehow been 
recreated in full on Mars, the lethal material condi-
tions of Mars will necessitate rather less tolerance 
for transgressions of different types, perhaps in-
cluding intellectual dissent as well as criminality. 
Selection procedures and background checks on 
those departing for Mars may not guarantee com-
pliant behaviour once people are living on Mars, 
and certainly not in the long term. Framed more 
positively, this might mean that there would be a 
need for very clear, and commonly agreed goals 
and principles. New settlers would need to under-
stand and agree to these before leaving Earth. 

At the same time, transgression and creative dis-
sent may be seen as healthy parts of any viable 
society. Certainly, an entirely ’top-down’ govern-
ance system which suppressed all critical ques-
tioning and disagreement would be unappealing for 
most humans. Dissent and creative discussion will 
also no doubt be of great importance as Martian 
society adapts to unpredictable and novel chal-
lenges through its evolution. Questions about de-
sirable processes of public participation, and the 
relationship between these and collective goals, 
will need to be central to early debates about gov-
erning life on Mars.  

These debates will also need to encompass the 
problem of what happens when individuals feel en-
tirely unable to live with collectively agreed goals or 
rules. Having no possibility of escape would, in 
such circumstances, be less than tolerable. It may 
be the case that a right of return to Earth needs to 
be a precondition for any long-term settlement on 
Mars. This may, in turn, mean that much faster and 
regular transportation is also a precondition—at 
least for earlier stages of settlement. 

REPRODUCING THE MARTIAN POPULATION 
The idea of a ‘permanent and self-sustaining’ set-
tlement on Mars could mean many things in terms 
of how the residential population is constituted. 

In one interpretation, this would refer to an imagi-
nary future where Mars no longer had any connec-
tions with Earth (or at least none on which it de-
pended). New generations would be born on Mars, 
descended from whoever had settled there in ear-
lier stages. In the shorter term, however, 
‘permanent’ need not imply that residents would 
live out their full lives on Mars, or that children 
would be born there. Experimental communities on 
Earth often last for long periods of time, even if 
individual residents come and go. 

Significant ethical questions have been raised 
about raising children in space without their con-
sent, suggesting a strong case for banning repro-
duction on Mars. This, in turn, might again imply 
that the possibility of return to Earth should be a 
precondition for settlement. 

If reproduction is permitted on Mars, a different set 
of difficulties arises. First, it seems likely that new 
generations of Martians will undergo physiological 
and psychological changes in response to the local 
environment. These will mean that return to Earth is 
not straightforwardly possible. Second, a basic 
guarantee of reproductive autonomy would seem 
necessary to pre-empt the possibility—or even likeli-
hood—that authorities will need to enforce repro-
duction or sterilisation, either to maintain genetic 
diversity, ensure population replacement, or avert 
excessive population growth. 

Arriving at acceptable regulations around reproduc-
tion would seem a key requirement if a human pres-
ence on Mars is to become anything more than tem-
porary. 
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DESIGNING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

We know from the history of urbanisation that the 
construction of solid and safe settlements is only an 
initial, and relatively short, stage of city-making. The 
larger urban planning challenges will follow this and, 
as on Earth, will be shaped by their changing politi-
cal and social context.  

Martian urban planning will therefore necessarily be 
a dynamic field, reflecting changing experimental 
conditions, and closely tied up with shifting social 
needs. Importantly, on Earth, urban planning does 
not describe a particular fixed area of expertise. Not 
only does it variously reflect (as well as affect) par-
ticular political, economic, social and environmental 
conditions, but its practices are also underpinned by 
varied philosophical positions in different combina-
tions. The history of failed attempts to take purely 
technical approaches to shaping new societies 
(from twentieth century ’utopian planning’ to some 
large-scale contemporary eco-cities) points once 
again to difficulties of imagining technical questions 
as separate from place-specific social ones. We do 
not therefore advocate prescribing detailed ap-
proaches to long-term urban planning at this stage. 

Nevertheless, certain key issues, which take into 
account Earthly experiences, may usefully be placed 
on the table for future discussion. 

Avoiding Waste and Sprawl 

There may be a temptation to see Martian land as 
abundant—particularly if settlement is underpinned 
by rhetorics of frontier settlement. However, Earthly 
problems associated with urban sprawl will only be 
magnified on Mars, where resources will be limited 
for the foreseeable future. Using land and infra-
structure efficiently will be vital for the creation of a 
tight circular economy. 

Following resilience thinking on Earth, plans will  
nevertheless need to include ‘redundancies’, so that 
survival is never threatened by the failure of any 
one part of the whole. 

Catering for Disabilities 

In the near future, we may expect space travel to 
continue excluding those who are in less than opti-
mal health. In later generations of Martian residents, 
however, different types of disabilities are certain to 
emerge. And even among the first settlers, injuries 
and ageing will occur. A permanent settlement on 
Mars cannot afford to make ‘ableist’ assumptions 
about people’s ability to lead decent lives in the built 
environment.  

The Need for Stimulation 

If humans are living in a restricted, tightly bounded, 
and entirely artificial environment (and probably, in 
early stages of settlement, underground), the need 
for varied stimulation will be paramount. 

Living in such an environment will only be tolerable 
if very close attention is paid to design. This may 
involve widespread inclusion of physical ‘points of 
normality’ (in reflection of sensory pleasures on 
Earth) as well as virtual experiences. Our history of 
sensory and cultural stimulation on Earth cannot 
immediately be imagined away. Similarly, leisure ac-
tivities (including forms of healthy competition, such 
as sport) may be more important than on Earth. 
Keeping bodies fit and strong in Mars’ lower gravity 
environment may require more active encourage-
ment and more provision of exercise facilities. 

Even with these provisions, it seems sensible to as-
sume that mental wellbeing will be significantly at 
risk, and varied forms of counselling should there-
fore be provided as necessary services. 

The Need for Privacy 

There is no reason to see ‘privacy’ as having the 
same meaning, or as being valued equally, across all 
human societies at present or in the future. At the 
same time, new (digital) technologies on Earth and 
the rise of artificial intelligence have provoked global 
debates on this topic—including with regard to cur-
rently fashionable visions of the ‘smart city’. It would 
seem uncontroversial to suggest that a hi-tech Mar-
tian society in which residents were constantly sur-
veilled would be a less than appealing prospect. 
Even in diluted form, there would be clear risks of 
negative psychological effects on residents in a 
tightly bounded environment governed by a strong 
imperative to preempt transgressive behaviour. 

While humans are generally willing to forego some of 
their privacies as part of a social contract (especially 
perhaps in smaller or more rural communities), it 
would seem that a minimal need for privacy should 
be respected in any Martian settlement. This might 
take the form of unsurveilled ‘commons’, for exam-
ple. If the tension between this need and that of en-
suring social stability is too great, we may wonder 
whether a Martian settlement will be a tolerable one 
for all but the shortest stays. 
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TOWARDS A BILL OF MARTIAN RIGHTS 
The issues raised in this document point variously 
towards the needs to set certain minimum govern-
ance standards, if life on Mars is to be tenable so-
cially as well as biologically. This may suggest the 
need for an underlying constitution of basic Mar-
tian rights.   

It seems difficult at this stage to propose a mecha-
nism for ensuring that Martian rights would be pro-
tected. Furthermore, given the fundamentally ex-
perimental nature of any future Mars settlement, it 
would seem rash to exclude the possibility of re-
viewing them over time—with risks of their erosion 
as much as of their refinement.  

Nevertheless, thinking in terms of guaranteed 
rights may focus our minds on the question of the 
basic conditions that would be necessary for life 
on Mars to be socially tolerable. Not being able to 
guarantee these rights does not preclude the set-
tlement of Mars in some form -  including that of 
scientific research stations. But it would problema-
tise the goal of developing a permanent Martian 
society. 

Up to a point, Martian rights could comfortably 
overlap with the established Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights on Earth. It is difficult to imagine 
large numbers of people signing up to a life on 
Mars with no rights to a free trial, no protection 
from discrimination, slavery or torture, no guaran-
tees of gender equality, shelter, rest or leisure, wa-
ter, and so on.  

But certain other human rights may need to be 
modified for the Martian context—including, for ex-
ample, the rights to freedom of expression and as-
sembly, and choice of employment. As discussed, a 
right to education would need to encompass the 
dilemma over the extent to which creative and dis-
sensual thinking was encouraged.  Similarly, a right 
to freely elect governing representatives, or other-
wise take part in decision-making, would need care-
ful wording to permit constructive but not destabi-
lising levels of dissent. Clear agreement would be 
required over how a right to freedom of religion 
might be permissibly exercised. 

A further set of new rights would need to be formu-
lated with specific reference to the Martian context. 
Consideration might be given to guaranteeing the 
following, for example: 

• the right to return to Earth  

• the right to retain or acquire Earthly citizen-
ship 

• the right to reproductive autonomy 

• the right to breathable air.  

Our intention is not to insist that a bill of rights is the 
only possible framework for thinking—nor to make 
concrete recommendations about its contents. But 
the social needs to which they relate will be of fun-
damental importance to the viability of a future Mars 
settlement. 
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EDUCATING MARS 
Biological survival on Mars will depend entirely on 
the ongoing functionality of technology. Any edu-
cation system, for children or adults, will no doubt  
therefore need to include wide-ranging practical 
and scientific components. 

The question of how education might fulfil broader 
social needs, however, is more difficult. There will 
no doubt be a need to inculcate a strong sense of 
civic responsibility, and a willingness to comply 
with collective decisions. However, as discussed 
earlier, creativity and critical thinking will also be 
vital for ongoing innovation and satisfactory living 
conditions. This tension needs to be acknowledged 
from an early stage of planning for Martian society, 
rather than treated as a minor detail which will re-
solve itself in due course. 

But nor should we imagine a Martian population as 
a ’blank canvas’ that can straightforwardly be edu-
cated into predetermined new ways of thinking 
and social habits. Artefacts, memories, cultural 
patterns, and varied religious worldviews which 
settlers bring from Earth will all have ongoing and 
uneven shaping effects — as will the particular mix 
of reasons for initial settlement (and the actors 
behind this). 

Still, Earthly experiences suggest that deliberate 
engineering of a shared culture is instrumentally 
beneficial in the creation of social cohesion—in 
communities small and large. Relatedly, a success-
ful Martian society will no doubt be underpinned by 
a shared set of ‘foundational stories’, and even my-
thologies. Educators would play a significant role in 
consolidating these. 



SUGGESTED FURTHER READING 
This document does not provide a full review of existing thinking around Martian settlement, but rather reflects 
the topics discussed at our workshop, and the thinking that we brought to it. A conscious decision was taken 
not to overload the manifesto with references. However, in acknowledgement of our collective debts to the 
wider relevant literature, a short list of recommended further reading is provided below. 

 

A wide range of both sceptical and enthusiastic perspectives on space settlement and exploration, going be-
yond purely technological questions, can be found scattered through Space Policy journal (1985-present). 

On the social and economic implications of living in Mars’ lethal environment (and, in particular, the risk of tyr-
anny): 

  Cockell, C. S. (2013). Extra-Terrestrial Liberty: An Enquiry into the Nature and Causes of Tyrannical Gov-
ernment beyond the Earth. Edinburgh: Shoving Leopard. 

A collection of essays looking at various aspects of governance and liberty on Mars: 

  Cockell, C. S. (ed) (2015), Human Governance Beyond Earth: Implications for Freedom. Heidelberg: 
Springer. 

On reproductive rights: 

  Schwartz, J. S. J. (Manuscript under review 2019). The Value of Space Science. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press. 

For wide-ranging discussions of ethical questions related to space exploration and settlement: 

 Milligan, T. (2015). Nobody Owns the Moon: The Ethics of Space Exploitation. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & 
Company. 

 Schwartz, J. S. J. and Milligan, T. (eds) (2016). The Ethics of Space Exploration. Heidelberg: Springer. 

On the political economy of space exploration to date: 

 Sommariva, A. (2019). The Political Economy of the Space Age: How Science and Technology Shape the 
Evolution of Society. Wilmington, DE: Vernon Press. 

On Mars’ ongoing relationship with fiction and science: 

 Markley, R. (2005). Dying Planet: Mars in Science and the Imagination. Durham: Duke University Press.  

 Tutton, R. (2018). Multiplanetary Imaginaries and Utopia: The Case of Mars One. Science, Technology, & 
Human Values, 43(3): 518–539. 

For personal reflections on some of the hardships endured in a restricted artificial environment with a limited 
number of other people: 

 Poynter, J. (2009). The Human Experiment: Two Years and Twenty Minutes Inside Biosphere 2. New York: 
Basic Books. 

The findings of an earlier workshop exploring possibilities for governing life in a ‘Moon village’: 

 Bhatt, M.C., Sapera, A., Tsoodol, N., Chterev, K., Atasever, T., Tung, H. and Fischer, J. (2018). Social Science 
Workshop Insights on Moon Village Agreement. Online: https://birkbeck.academia.edu/MukeshBhatt 
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